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Mathematics  Year 5 Lesson 3 of 5

Learning ObjectiveLearning Objective ResourcesResourcesResources

To find lines of reflective symmetry in shapes.To find lines of reflective symmetry in shapes.
Slides
Worksheets 3A/3B/3C/3D

Lines of Symmetry sheet
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Mirrors
Tracing paper

Teaching InputTeaching InputTeaching InputTeaching InputTeaching Input

• What is a mirror line? Once children have discussed and responded to the question, show the second 
slide which briefly explains.

• Explain how mirror lines can be drawn on a grid, and how lines of symmetry can be checked using 
tracing paper or a mirror. You may wish to demonstrate this using the Lines of Symmetry sheet.

• There is a special kind of symmetry called reflective symmetry. The slide shows this with a line of 
reflective symmetry bisecting an oblong. If we cut out this oblong and fold it along the mirror line, the 
two halves would match exactly. Likewise, if we cut out the oblong and flipped it over, it would fit exactly 
into the hole we cut out (again, you may wish to demonstrate this practically).

• Which of these are lines of symmetry? Show the slide with an oblong with different lines bisecting it. The 
following slide reveals the answers.

• How many lines of symmetry did the oblong have? Is this the same for all oblongs? Is this the same for 
all rectangles? Once children have discussed and responded to the questions, show the slide with a 
square. Can children work out the number of lines of symmetry inside it?

• Show a parallelogram. Does this have any lines of reflective symmetry? Go on to explain how lines of 
symmetry can be checked by folding paper shapes. If we cannot fold it in a way that the two halves 
match, the shape does not have any lines of symmetry.

• We can create irregular polygons with one line of symmetry using a grid. Demonstrate this.
• Explain that today we will be finding and checking lines of symmetry inside shapes.
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Main ActivityMain ActivityMain ActivityMain ActivityMain Activity
Lower ability:

On Worksheet 3A, children are to 
find and draw lines of symmetry 
inside three simple shapes. They are 
then to find and draw symmetrical 
reflections of the patterns shown, 
colouring them in symmetrically, too.

Middle ability:

On Worksheet 3B, children are to 
find and draw lines of symmetry 
inside three simple shapes. They 
are then to draw a pattern on one 
side of a mirror line and its 
reflection on the other.

Middle ability:

On Worksheet 3B, children are to 
find and draw lines of symmetry 
inside three simple shapes. They 
are then to draw a pattern on one 
side of a mirror line and its 
reflection on the other.

Higher ability:

On Worksheet 3A, children are to 
find and draw lines of symmetry 
inside three simple shapes. They 
are then to draw symmetrical 
reflections of a patterns shown, 
across a vertical and a horizontal 
mirror line.

Higher ability:

On Worksheet 3A, children are to 
find and draw lines of symmetry 
inside three simple shapes. They 
are then to draw symmetrical 
reflections of a patterns shown, 
across a vertical and a horizontal 
mirror line.

Fancy something different…?Fancy something different…?Fancy something different…?Fancy something different…?Fancy something different…?

• Use mirrors to find lines of reflective symmetry on objects around the classroom. They are to draw the 
shapes they find, adding lines of symmetry on Worksheet 3D. SUPPORT: Take photographs of the 
symmetrical shapes they find. EXTEND: Find objects with two or more lines of symmetry.

• Use mirrors to find lines of reflective symmetry on objects around the classroom. They are to draw the 
shapes they find, adding lines of symmetry on Worksheet 3D. SUPPORT: Take photographs of the 
symmetrical shapes they find. EXTEND: Find objects with two or more lines of symmetry.

• Use mirrors to find lines of reflective symmetry on objects around the classroom. They are to draw the 
shapes they find, adding lines of symmetry on Worksheet 3D. SUPPORT: Take photographs of the 
symmetrical shapes they find. EXTEND: Find objects with two or more lines of symmetry.

• Use mirrors to find lines of reflective symmetry on objects around the classroom. They are to draw the 
shapes they find, adding lines of symmetry on Worksheet 3D. SUPPORT: Take photographs of the 
symmetrical shapes they find. EXTEND: Find objects with two or more lines of symmetry.

• Use mirrors to find lines of reflective symmetry on objects around the classroom. They are to draw the 
shapes they find, adding lines of symmetry on Worksheet 3D. SUPPORT: Take photographs of the 
symmetrical shapes they find. EXTEND: Find objects with two or more lines of symmetry.

PlenaryPlenary Assessment QuestionsAssessment QuestionsAssessment Questions

Show the Plenary slide. How could we accurately 
draw the reflection of this shape along the line of 
symmetry shown? Allow time for children to think, 
pair, share their ideas.
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pair, share their ideas.

• Do children know what a mirror line is?

• Can children use mirrors or tracing paper to 
check or find lines of symmetry?

• Can children accurately draw lines of symmetry 
inside shapes?
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